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War is hell.
Combat is tough on land, on men, and on fighting vehicles. We can’t do anything
about the scorched earth of 2085; we can’t do anything about the brave, battlesuited
fighting men who’ve already died, or the Ogres, GEVs, and other units you’ve
destroyed in countless paper battles. What we can do is send up reinforcements –
battle-ready replacements for scuffed-up counters and crumpled maps. That’s what the
Ogre Reinforcement Pack is all about.

Components include a rules sheet with
scenarios; two Ogre/G.E.V. counter sheets; two
Shockwave counter sheets; one G.E.V. map; and
one Shockwave map.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

The Ogre Reinforcement Pack is a supplement for G.E.V. and Shockwave, simulating tactical armor and infantry combat in the last half of the 21st century. This supplement is not intended to stand by itself; players should already have G.E.V. and
Shockwave to make full use of this pack. Along with fresh troops and equipment, four
new scenarios are included. Two of these involve more units and cover more territory
than any previously-published G.E.V./Shockwave scenario.

2.00 COMPONENTS

2.01 Game contents. The Ogre Reinforcement Pack includes this rules folder,
two maps (a G.E.V. map and a Shockwave map), and four 4” x 7” counter cards.
2.02 Mapsheets. The Shockwave and G.E.V. maps, while usable by themselves,
also fit together to provide larger game areas. Use drafting tape or some other removable tape (which will peel up without tearing the paper) to fasten the maps down before
play begins.
When Shockwave maps are linked to G.E.V. maps, they should be overlapped so
that the half-hexes on the edge of the Shockwave map cover half of the edge row of
hexes on the G.E.V. map.
2.021 Hex numbering. In all scenarios, when a hex number is given, a four-digit
number indicates a G.E.V. map hex, while a four-digit number preceded by an S indicates a Shockwave map hex. If more than one map of the same type is used in a scenario, the maps will be distinguished as A and B – thus, S-1403-A would mean hex
1403 on Shockwave map A.

3.00 VARIANT OGRES

3.01 Background. Four variant Ogres are described below. They originally
appeared in The Ogre Book, and may now be used under the optional Ogre equivalents
rule (see Section 5.00). No counters are provided for these – players must substitute
existing counters.
This will be much easier if the players mark some of the counters (transparent
“highlighter” markers are especially good for this). Unit IDs can be added to Ogres to
make it easier to keep track of damage. New Ogres and tow-equipped Ogres and
Superheavies can also be marked. Whole sets of counters can be tinted to show ownership for multi-player scenarios.
3.011 Mark I. 1 Main Battery, 4 Antipersonnel, 15 Tread Units, Movement 3 (5
Tread Units/MP). Combine only. Worth 5 armor units.
3.012 Mark II. 1 Main Battery, 2 Secondary Batteries, 6 Antipersonnel, 30 Tread
Units, Movement 3 (10 Tread Units/MP). Combine only. Worth 9 armor units.
3.013 Fencer. 2 Secondary Batteries, 4 Missile Racks, 20 Missiles, 8
Antipersonnel, 45 Tread Units. Movement 3 (15 Tread Units/MP). Paneuropean only.
Worth 24 armor units.
3.014 Mark VI. 3 Main Batteries, 6 Secondary Batteries, 2 Missile Racks, 20
Missiles, 16 Antipersonnel, 75 Tread Units, Movement 3 (25 Tread Units/MP).
Combine only. Worth 35 armor units.

4.00 TOWING

4.01 General. Certain units may be equipped with towing gear when purchased.
Tow-equipped vehicles are allowed to make a special form of movement – towing.
That is, they may link with an immobile unit to move it.
4.02 Towing gear. Towing equipment may be purchased for Ogres and
Superheavy Tanks. A unit’s combat ability is unaffected by towing gear.
4.021 Ogre gear. Ogre towing gear costs an extra 1 1/2 armor units, and adds 9
victory points to the victory point total of the Ogre.
4.022 Superheavy gear. Towing gear may be added to a Superheavy Tank at a
cost of 1/2 armor unit. For the purposes of towing, a Superheavy has unarmored treads
worth 15 tread units. A tow-equipped Superheavy has a victory point value of 15.
4.023 Towing gear in combat. When in use, Ogre towing gear may be targeted
just like an Ogre weapon. It has a defensive strength of 8. Ogre towing gear may only
be targeted when the Ogre is hooking up or towing (otherwise, the gear is retracted
within the hull). An “X” result does not destroy the towing gear; however, the towing
Ogre is instantly unhooked from the unit it was towing. Unlike Ogre towing gear,
Superheavy gear may not be targeted separately.
4.03 What can be towed. Each towing unit may tow one, and only one, other unit
at a time. Ogres of all types may be towed. Non-mobile howitzers and stuck armor
units may be towed; stuck units may only be towed until the stuck unit reaches a hex
where it cannot become stuck.
4.031 Towing crippled Ogres with tread units remaining. Towing units may
tow a slowed Ogre to speed it up. Add the crippled Ogre’s remaining tread units to the
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total tread units of the towing vehicle(s) – without subtracting 5 tread units (see Tandem
Towing, Section 4.07) – and use the result to determine Movement Points from the chart
in 4.06.
4.032 Towing unfriendly units. No enemy units may be towed except weaponless
Ogres (AP may be ignored). (Note: It is physically possible to tow an enemy unit.
However, enemy units would resist towing!)
4.04 Stacking. Units being towed are stacked with the towing unit(s), and are affected by spillover fire normally. (Note that this prevents towing when using Ogre rules only.)
4.05 Hooking and unhooking. To hook up, towing vehicles must spend one full turn
in the hex with the unit to be towed. Neither may move, although either may fire. Hooking
must be declared during the movement phase. Unhooking is instant, and may be done at
any time.
4.051 Hooking up immobile guns. Guns with a movement value of 0 – specifically, non-mobile howitzers – may not fire in the hook-up turn. In addition, they may not fire
while being towed, or for one full turn after being unhooked (they must establish a solid
emplacement).
4.06 Movement. Towing vehicles may have their movement ability reduced while
towing. Use the following table to determine whether a towing vehicle can successfully
tow a specific unit, and how fast it can do so. A vehicle may never tow faster than it ordinarily moves. For the purposes of towing, a tow-equipped Superheavy Tank has 15 tread
units.
4.061 Units too heavy to tow. Some Ogres are so heavy that they cannot be towed
except by very powerful vehicles – e.g., a Mark VI cannot be towed except by a vehicle
with at least 41 tread units.
4.062 Very slow tows. When a unit is almost too heavy to tow, it will move 1 hex on
some turns, and not at all on others. This is determined by rolling a die. Example: a Mark
V is being towed by an Ogre with 40 tread units. The table shows the result as M1 (1-3).
This means that, each turn, the owner of the units rolls one die. On a result of 1 through
3, the combined units may move 1 hex. On a result of 4 through 6, they do not move that
turn. When towing on a road, no roll is required. Units may always move 1 hex on a road
while towing, but receive no other road movement bonus.

TOWING MOVEMENT
Towing
Tread Units
10 or less
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-100
101-145

Mk. I, Hvy,
Other Units
M1
M1
M2
M2
M2
M3
M3
M3
M3

Mk. II,
SHVY
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M1
M2
M2
M2
M3
M3

Mk. III
M1 (1)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M1
M2
M2
M3

Mk. IV/V,
Fencer
can’t tow
can’t tow
M1(l)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M2
M3

Mk. VI
can’t tow
can’t tow
can’t tow
can’t tow
M1 (1)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M2

Towing Tread Units refers to how many tread units remain on the towing vehicle. Units at the tops of the columns are the units to be towed. Numbers in parentheses, where given, are the numbers players must roll on one die each turn to move
that towing unit that turn.
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4.063 Towing and terrain. No unit may be towed into a hex which contains terrain forbidden to that unit.
4.07 Tandem Towing. Two towing vehicles (but no more than two) can “team
up’’and pull a single unit. The total Towing Tread Units for vehicles towing in tandem
is figured by adding the remaining tread units of the vehicles and subtracting 5.
Thus, an intact Mark V (60 tread units) and a Superheavy (15 tread units) towing
in tandem pull as though they had 70 total tread units; they could pull a Heavy Tank at
M3; a Mark III Ogre at M2; a Mark V Ogre at M1; or a Mark VI Ogre (when the towing player rolls a 5 or less) at M1.

5.00 OGRE EQUIVALENTS

5.01 General. Ogres may be substituted for armor units when purchasing units.
The following table tells how many armor units each Ogre is “worth.” For example, if
a scenario calls for 30 armor units, a player could instead take an Ogre Mark II (worth
9 armor units) and 21 armor units.

OGRE EQUIVALENTS

Mark I .................................................................................................5 armor units
Mark II................................................................................................9 armor units
Mark III ............................................................................................17 armor units
Fencer ...............................................................................................24 armor units
Mark IV or Mark V ..........................................................................25 armor units
Mark VI ............................................................................................35 armor units
5.02 Scenario balance. A scenario may be unbalanced by using an Ogre when a
scenario does not offer it as an option. Unless a scenario states otherwise, using the
Ogre equivalents rule is always optional.

6.00 IMMOBILE OR DAMAGED OGRES

6.01 General. Ogres may be hazardous even though immobilized. This section
deals with Ogres already immobilized at a scenario’s start.
6.02 Immobilization. Immobile Ogres have no tread units, and are permanently
incapable of movement. Their treads were destroyed in earlier battles.
6.03 Other Damage. Other Ogre systems may also be damaged. The owning
player uses the chart below to determine the condition of each of his immobile Ogres.

DAMAGE TO IMMOBILE OGRES
1. Roll 1 die for each Main Battery, Secondary Battery, and Missile Rack.
If a 1 or 2 is rolled, that weapon is still intact; otherwise, it is destroyed.
2. Roll 1 die for each intact Missile Rack. The number rolled is the number
of missiles that are available (the rest have been fired).
3. Roll 1 die for each exterior missile. If a 1 is rolled, that missile is intact
and available; otherwise, it is absent.
4. Roll 1 die for antipersonnel weapons. The number rolled is the number
of AP weapons destroyed; any weapons remaining are intact and usable.
An optional rule for generating damaged, but possibly mobile Ogres:
5. Roll 1 die for each 5 tread units (e.g. roll 6 dice for an Ogre Mark II, with
30 tread units). That many tread units are destroyed.
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War is hell.
Combat is tough on land, on men, and on fighting vehicles. We can’t do anything
about the scorched earth of 2085; we can’t do anything about the brave, battlesuited
fighting men who’ve already died, or the Ogres, GEVs, and other units you’ve
destroyed in countless paper battles. What we can do is send up reinforcements –
battle-ready replacements for scuffed-up counters and crumpled maps. That’s what the
Ogre Reinforcement Pack is all about.

Components include a rules sheet with
scenarios; two Ogre/G.E.V. counter sheets; two
Shockwave counter sheets; one G.E.V. map; and
one Shockwave map.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

The Ogre Reinforcement Pack is a supplement for G.E.V. and Shockwave, simulating tactical armor and infantry combat in the last half of the 21st century. This supplement is not intended to stand by itself; players should already have G.E.V. and
Shockwave to make full use of this pack. Along with fresh troops and equipment, four
new scenarios are included. Two of these involve more units and cover more territory
than any previously-published G.E.V./Shockwave scenario.

2.00 COMPONENTS

2.01 Game contents. The Ogre Reinforcement Pack includes this rules folder,
two maps (a G.E.V. map and a Shockwave map), and four 4” x 7” counter cards.
2.02 Mapsheets. The Shockwave and G.E.V. maps, while usable by themselves,
also fit together to provide larger game areas. Use drafting tape or some other removable tape (which will peel up without tearing the paper) to fasten the maps down before
play begins.
When Shockwave maps are linked to G.E.V. maps, they should be overlapped so
that the half-hexes on the edge of the Shockwave map cover half of the edge row of
hexes on the G.E.V. map.
2.021 Hex numbering. In all scenarios, when a hex number is given, a four-digit
number indicates a G.E.V. map hex, while a four-digit number preceded by an S indicates a Shockwave map hex. If more than one map of the same type is used in a scenario, the maps will be distinguished as A and B – thus, S-1403-A would mean hex
1403 on Shockwave map A.

3.00 VARIANT OGRES

3.01 Background. Four variant Ogres are described below. They originally
appeared in The Ogre Book, and may now be used under the optional Ogre equivalents
rule (see Section 5.00). No counters are provided for these – players must substitute
existing counters.
This will be much easier if the players mark some of the counters (transparent
“highlighter” markers are especially good for this). Unit IDs can be added to Ogres to
make it easier to keep track of damage. New Ogres and tow-equipped Ogres and
Superheavies can also be marked. Whole sets of counters can be tinted to show ownership for multi-player scenarios.
3.011 Mark I. 1 Main Battery, 4 Antipersonnel, 15 Tread Units, Movement 3 (5
Tread Units/MP). Combine only. Worth 5 armor units.
3.012 Mark II. 1 Main Battery, 2 Secondary Batteries, 6 Antipersonnel, 30 Tread
Units, Movement 3 (10 Tread Units/MP). Combine only. Worth 9 armor units.
3.013 Fencer. 2 Secondary Batteries, 4 Missile Racks, 20 Missiles, 8
Antipersonnel, 45 Tread Units. Movement 3 (15 Tread Units/MP). Paneuropean only.
Worth 24 armor units.
3.014 Mark VI. 3 Main Batteries, 6 Secondary Batteries, 2 Missile Racks, 20
Missiles, 16 Antipersonnel, 75 Tread Units, Movement 3 (25 Tread Units/MP).
Combine only. Worth 35 armor units.

4.00 TOWING

4.01 General. Certain units may be equipped with towing gear when purchased.
Tow-equipped vehicles are allowed to make a special form of movement – towing.
That is, they may link with an immobile unit to move it.
4.02 Towing gear. Towing equipment may be purchased for Ogres and
Superheavy Tanks. A unit’s combat ability is unaffected by towing gear.
4.021 Ogre gear. Ogre towing gear costs an extra 1 1/2 armor units, and adds 9
victory points to the victory point total of the Ogre.
4.022 Superheavy gear. Towing gear may be added to a Superheavy Tank at a
cost of 1/2 armor unit. For the purposes of towing, a Superheavy has unarmored treads
worth 15 tread units. A tow-equipped Superheavy has a victory point value of 15.
4.023 Towing gear in combat. When in use, Ogre towing gear may be targeted
just like an Ogre weapon. It has a defensive strength of 8. Ogre towing gear may only
be targeted when the Ogre is hooking up or towing (otherwise, the gear is retracted
within the hull). An “X” result does not destroy the towing gear; however, the towing
Ogre is instantly unhooked from the unit it was towing. Unlike Ogre towing gear,
Superheavy gear may not be targeted separately.
4.03 What can be towed. Each towing unit may tow one, and only one, other unit
at a time. Ogres of all types may be towed. Non-mobile howitzers and stuck armor
units may be towed; stuck units may only be towed until the stuck unit reaches a hex
where it cannot become stuck.
4.031 Towing crippled Ogres with tread units remaining. Towing units may
tow a slowed Ogre to speed it up. Add the crippled Ogre’s remaining tread units to the
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total tread units of the towing vehicle(s) – without subtracting 5 tread units (see Tandem
Towing, Section 4.07) – and use the result to determine Movement Points from the chart
in 4.06.
4.032 Towing unfriendly units. No enemy units may be towed except weaponless
Ogres (AP may be ignored). (Note: It is physically possible to tow an enemy unit.
However, enemy units would resist towing!)
4.04 Stacking. Units being towed are stacked with the towing unit(s), and are affected by spillover fire normally. (Note that this prevents towing when using Ogre rules only.)
4.05 Hooking and unhooking. To hook up, towing vehicles must spend one full turn
in the hex with the unit to be towed. Neither may move, although either may fire. Hooking
must be declared during the movement phase. Unhooking is instant, and may be done at
any time.
4.051 Hooking up immobile guns. Guns with a movement value of 0 – specifically, non-mobile howitzers – may not fire in the hook-up turn. In addition, they may not fire
while being towed, or for one full turn after being unhooked (they must establish a solid
emplacement).
4.06 Movement. Towing vehicles may have their movement ability reduced while
towing. Use the following table to determine whether a towing vehicle can successfully
tow a specific unit, and how fast it can do so. A vehicle may never tow faster than it ordinarily moves. For the purposes of towing, a tow-equipped Superheavy Tank has 15 tread
units.
4.061 Units too heavy to tow. Some Ogres are so heavy that they cannot be towed
except by very powerful vehicles – e.g., a Mark VI cannot be towed except by a vehicle
with at least 41 tread units.
4.062 Very slow tows. When a unit is almost too heavy to tow, it will move 1 hex on
some turns, and not at all on others. This is determined by rolling a die. Example: a Mark
V is being towed by an Ogre with 40 tread units. The table shows the result as M1 (1-3).
This means that, each turn, the owner of the units rolls one die. On a result of 1 through
3, the combined units may move 1 hex. On a result of 4 through 6, they do not move that
turn. When towing on a road, no roll is required. Units may always move 1 hex on a road
while towing, but receive no other road movement bonus.

TOWING MOVEMENT
Towing
Tread Units
10 or less
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-100
101-145

Mk. I, Hvy,
Other Units
M1
M1
M2
M2
M2
M3
M3
M3
M3

Mk. II,
SHVY
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M1
M2
M2
M2
M3
M3

Mk. III
M1 (1)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M1
M2
M2
M3

Mk. IV/V,
Fencer
can’t tow
can’t tow
M1(l)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M2
M3

Mk. VI
can’t tow
can’t tow
can’t tow
can’t tow
M1 (1)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M2

Towing Tread Units refers to how many tread units remain on the towing vehicle. Units at the tops of the columns are the units to be towed. Numbers in parentheses, where given, are the numbers players must roll on one die each turn to move
that towing unit that turn.
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4.063 Towing and terrain. No unit may be towed into a hex which contains terrain forbidden to that unit.
4.07 Tandem Towing. Two towing vehicles (but no more than two) can “team
up’’and pull a single unit. The total Towing Tread Units for vehicles towing in tandem
is figured by adding the remaining tread units of the vehicles and subtracting 5.
Thus, an intact Mark V (60 tread units) and a Superheavy (15 tread units) towing
in tandem pull as though they had 70 total tread units; they could pull a Heavy Tank at
M3; a Mark III Ogre at M2; a Mark V Ogre at M1; or a Mark VI Ogre (when the towing player rolls a 5 or less) at M1.

5.00 OGRE EQUIVALENTS

5.01 General. Ogres may be substituted for armor units when purchasing units.
The following table tells how many armor units each Ogre is “worth.” For example, if
a scenario calls for 30 armor units, a player could instead take an Ogre Mark II (worth
9 armor units) and 21 armor units.

OGRE EQUIVALENTS

Mark I .................................................................................................5 armor units
Mark II................................................................................................9 armor units
Mark III ............................................................................................17 armor units
Fencer ...............................................................................................24 armor units
Mark IV or Mark V ..........................................................................25 armor units
Mark VI ............................................................................................35 armor units
5.02 Scenario balance. A scenario may be unbalanced by using an Ogre when a
scenario does not offer it as an option. Unless a scenario states otherwise, using the
Ogre equivalents rule is always optional.

6.00 IMMOBILE OR DAMAGED OGRES

6.01 General. Ogres may be hazardous even though immobilized. This section
deals with Ogres already immobilized at a scenario’s start.
6.02 Immobilization. Immobile Ogres have no tread units, and are permanently
incapable of movement. Their treads were destroyed in earlier battles.
6.03 Other Damage. Other Ogre systems may also be damaged. The owning
player uses the chart below to determine the condition of each of his immobile Ogres.

DAMAGE TO IMMOBILE OGRES
1. Roll 1 die for each Main Battery, Secondary Battery, and Missile Rack.
If a 1 or 2 is rolled, that weapon is still intact; otherwise, it is destroyed.
2. Roll 1 die for each intact Missile Rack. The number rolled is the number
of missiles that are available (the rest have been fired).
3. Roll 1 die for each exterior missile. If a 1 is rolled, that missile is intact
and available; otherwise, it is absent.
4. Roll 1 die for antipersonnel weapons. The number rolled is the number
of AP weapons destroyed; any weapons remaining are intact and usable.
An optional rule for generating damaged, but possibly mobile Ogres:
5. Roll 1 die for each 5 tread units (e.g. roll 6 dice for an Ogre Mark II, with
30 tread units). That many tread units are destroyed.
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War is hell.
Combat is tough on land, on men, and on fighting vehicles. We can’t do anything
about the scorched earth of 2085; we can’t do anything about the brave, battlesuited
fighting men who’ve already died, or the Ogres, GEVs, and other units you’ve
destroyed in countless paper battles. What we can do is send up reinforcements –
battle-ready replacements for scuffed-up counters and crumpled maps. That’s what the
Ogre Reinforcement Pack is all about.

Components include a rules sheet with
scenarios; two Ogre/G.E.V. counter sheets; two
Shockwave counter sheets; one G.E.V. map; and
one Shockwave map.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

The Ogre Reinforcement Pack is a supplement for G.E.V. and Shockwave, simulating tactical armor and infantry combat in the last half of the 21st century. This supplement is not intended to stand by itself; players should already have G.E.V. and
Shockwave to make full use of this pack. Along with fresh troops and equipment, four
new scenarios are included. Two of these involve more units and cover more territory
than any previously-published G.E.V./Shockwave scenario.

2.00 COMPONENTS

2.01 Game contents. The Ogre Reinforcement Pack includes this rules folder,
two maps (a G.E.V. map and a Shockwave map), and four 4” x 7” counter cards.
2.02 Mapsheets. The Shockwave and G.E.V. maps, while usable by themselves,
also fit together to provide larger game areas. Use drafting tape or some other removable tape (which will peel up without tearing the paper) to fasten the maps down before
play begins.
When Shockwave maps are linked to G.E.V. maps, they should be overlapped so
that the half-hexes on the edge of the Shockwave map cover half of the edge row of
hexes on the G.E.V. map.
2.021 Hex numbering. In all scenarios, when a hex number is given, a four-digit
number indicates a G.E.V. map hex, while a four-digit number preceded by an S indicates a Shockwave map hex. If more than one map of the same type is used in a scenario, the maps will be distinguished as A and B – thus, S-1403-A would mean hex
1403 on Shockwave map A.

3.00 VARIANT OGRES

3.01 Background. Four variant Ogres are described below. They originally
appeared in The Ogre Book, and may now be used under the optional Ogre equivalents
rule (see Section 5.00). No counters are provided for these – players must substitute
existing counters.
This will be much easier if the players mark some of the counters (transparent
“highlighter” markers are especially good for this). Unit IDs can be added to Ogres to
make it easier to keep track of damage. New Ogres and tow-equipped Ogres and
Superheavies can also be marked. Whole sets of counters can be tinted to show ownership for multi-player scenarios.
3.011 Mark I. 1 Main Battery, 4 Antipersonnel, 15 Tread Units, Movement 3 (5
Tread Units/MP). Combine only. Worth 5 armor units.
3.012 Mark II. 1 Main Battery, 2 Secondary Batteries, 6 Antipersonnel, 30 Tread
Units, Movement 3 (10 Tread Units/MP). Combine only. Worth 9 armor units.
3.013 Fencer. 2 Secondary Batteries, 4 Missile Racks, 20 Missiles, 8
Antipersonnel, 45 Tread Units. Movement 3 (15 Tread Units/MP). Paneuropean only.
Worth 24 armor units.
3.014 Mark VI. 3 Main Batteries, 6 Secondary Batteries, 2 Missile Racks, 20
Missiles, 16 Antipersonnel, 75 Tread Units, Movement 3 (25 Tread Units/MP).
Combine only. Worth 35 armor units.

4.00 TOWING

4.01 General. Certain units may be equipped with towing gear when purchased.
Tow-equipped vehicles are allowed to make a special form of movement – towing.
That is, they may link with an immobile unit to move it.
4.02 Towing gear. Towing equipment may be purchased for Ogres and
Superheavy Tanks. A unit’s combat ability is unaffected by towing gear.
4.021 Ogre gear. Ogre towing gear costs an extra 1 1/2 armor units, and adds 9
victory points to the victory point total of the Ogre.
4.022 Superheavy gear. Towing gear may be added to a Superheavy Tank at a
cost of 1/2 armor unit. For the purposes of towing, a Superheavy has unarmored treads
worth 15 tread units. A tow-equipped Superheavy has a victory point value of 15.
4.023 Towing gear in combat. When in use, Ogre towing gear may be targeted
just like an Ogre weapon. It has a defensive strength of 8. Ogre towing gear may only
be targeted when the Ogre is hooking up or towing (otherwise, the gear is retracted
within the hull). An “X” result does not destroy the towing gear; however, the towing
Ogre is instantly unhooked from the unit it was towing. Unlike Ogre towing gear,
Superheavy gear may not be targeted separately.
4.03 What can be towed. Each towing unit may tow one, and only one, other unit
at a time. Ogres of all types may be towed. Non-mobile howitzers and stuck armor
units may be towed; stuck units may only be towed until the stuck unit reaches a hex
where it cannot become stuck.
4.031 Towing crippled Ogres with tread units remaining. Towing units may
tow a slowed Ogre to speed it up. Add the crippled Ogre’s remaining tread units to the
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total tread units of the towing vehicle(s) – without subtracting 5 tread units (see Tandem
Towing, Section 4.07) – and use the result to determine Movement Points from the chart
in 4.06.
4.032 Towing unfriendly units. No enemy units may be towed except weaponless
Ogres (AP may be ignored). (Note: It is physically possible to tow an enemy unit.
However, enemy units would resist towing!)
4.04 Stacking. Units being towed are stacked with the towing unit(s), and are affected by spillover fire normally. (Note that this prevents towing when using Ogre rules only.)
4.05 Hooking and unhooking. To hook up, towing vehicles must spend one full turn
in the hex with the unit to be towed. Neither may move, although either may fire. Hooking
must be declared during the movement phase. Unhooking is instant, and may be done at
any time.
4.051 Hooking up immobile guns. Guns with a movement value of 0 – specifically, non-mobile howitzers – may not fire in the hook-up turn. In addition, they may not fire
while being towed, or for one full turn after being unhooked (they must establish a solid
emplacement).
4.06 Movement. Towing vehicles may have their movement ability reduced while
towing. Use the following table to determine whether a towing vehicle can successfully
tow a specific unit, and how fast it can do so. A vehicle may never tow faster than it ordinarily moves. For the purposes of towing, a tow-equipped Superheavy Tank has 15 tread
units.
4.061 Units too heavy to tow. Some Ogres are so heavy that they cannot be towed
except by very powerful vehicles – e.g., a Mark VI cannot be towed except by a vehicle
with at least 41 tread units.
4.062 Very slow tows. When a unit is almost too heavy to tow, it will move 1 hex on
some turns, and not at all on others. This is determined by rolling a die. Example: a Mark
V is being towed by an Ogre with 40 tread units. The table shows the result as M1 (1-3).
This means that, each turn, the owner of the units rolls one die. On a result of 1 through
3, the combined units may move 1 hex. On a result of 4 through 6, they do not move that
turn. When towing on a road, no roll is required. Units may always move 1 hex on a road
while towing, but receive no other road movement bonus.

TOWING MOVEMENT
Towing
Tread Units
10 or less
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-100
101-145

Mk. I, Hvy,
Other Units
M1
M1
M2
M2
M2
M3
M3
M3
M3

Mk. II,
SHVY
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M1
M2
M2
M2
M3
M3

Mk. III
M1 (1)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M1
M2
M2
M3

Mk. IV/V,
Fencer
can’t tow
can’t tow
M1(l)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M1
M2
M3

Mk. VI
can’t tow
can’t tow
can’t tow
can’t tow
M1 (1)
M1 (1-3)
M1 (1-5)
M1
M2

Towing Tread Units refers to how many tread units remain on the towing vehicle. Units at the tops of the columns are the units to be towed. Numbers in parentheses, where given, are the numbers players must roll on one die each turn to move
that towing unit that turn.
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4.063 Towing and terrain. No unit may be towed into a hex which contains terrain forbidden to that unit.
4.07 Tandem Towing. Two towing vehicles (but no more than two) can “team
up’’and pull a single unit. The total Towing Tread Units for vehicles towing in tandem
is figured by adding the remaining tread units of the vehicles and subtracting 5.
Thus, an intact Mark V (60 tread units) and a Superheavy (15 tread units) towing
in tandem pull as though they had 70 total tread units; they could pull a Heavy Tank at
M3; a Mark III Ogre at M2; a Mark V Ogre at M1; or a Mark VI Ogre (when the towing player rolls a 5 or less) at M1.

5.00 OGRE EQUIVALENTS

5.01 General. Ogres may be substituted for armor units when purchasing units.
The following table tells how many armor units each Ogre is “worth.” For example, if
a scenario calls for 30 armor units, a player could instead take an Ogre Mark II (worth
9 armor units) and 21 armor units.

OGRE EQUIVALENTS

Mark I .................................................................................................5 armor units
Mark II................................................................................................9 armor units
Mark III ............................................................................................17 armor units
Fencer ...............................................................................................24 armor units
Mark IV or Mark V ..........................................................................25 armor units
Mark VI ............................................................................................35 armor units
5.02 Scenario balance. A scenario may be unbalanced by using an Ogre when a
scenario does not offer it as an option. Unless a scenario states otherwise, using the
Ogre equivalents rule is always optional.

6.00 IMMOBILE OR DAMAGED OGRES

6.01 General. Ogres may be hazardous even though immobilized. This section
deals with Ogres already immobilized at a scenario’s start.
6.02 Immobilization. Immobile Ogres have no tread units, and are permanently
incapable of movement. Their treads were destroyed in earlier battles.
6.03 Other Damage. Other Ogre systems may also be damaged. The owning
player uses the chart below to determine the condition of each of his immobile Ogres.

DAMAGE TO IMMOBILE OGRES
1. Roll 1 die for each Main Battery, Secondary Battery, and Missile Rack.
If a 1 or 2 is rolled, that weapon is still intact; otherwise, it is destroyed.
2. Roll 1 die for each intact Missile Rack. The number rolled is the number
of missiles that are available (the rest have been fired).
3. Roll 1 die for each exterior missile. If a 1 is rolled, that missile is intact
and available; otherwise, it is absent.
4. Roll 1 die for antipersonnel weapons. The number rolled is the number
of AP weapons destroyed; any weapons remaining are intact and usable.
An optional rule for generating damaged, but possibly mobile Ogres:
5. Roll 1 die for each 5 tread units (e.g. roll 6 dice for an Ogre Mark II, with
30 tread units). That many tread units are destroyed.
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